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CELEBRATING 150 YEARS 
WAT RAT PRADIT SATHIT MAHA SIMA RAM
ON-LA-OR HOMSETTEE, Department of INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE, 
Montfort del Rosario School of Architecture and Design, 
Assumption University, Bangkok, Thailand
Wat Rat Pradit Sathit Maha Sima 
Ram is Ratchaworawihan type. The 
temple is Royal Monastery of the 
reign of King Rama IV was built by 
ancient traditions. The Phra Vihara 
Luang was constructed on a high 
base and was beautifully decorated. In 
the temple, there are eight stone pil-
lars, each surmounted by a carving of 
the Buddhist Wheel of Law (Dham-
machak), one for each of the eight 
directions, hence the name “Mahasi-
maram”. The event was a celebration 
occasion of the 150th anniversary to 
commemorate King Rama IV, and 
was considered an important work 
in the past 150 years. The temple will 
be opened for the public to pay close 
respect to the sacred Buddha inside 
Wat Maha Sima Ram for the pros-
perity of life. The design concept 
derived from the color palette of the 
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internal architecture, which includes 
cellerean blue, emerald green, and 
red.
Art and culture of the reign of King 
Rama IV was represented by apply-
ing the structure of the tower as a 
square shape roof top.
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